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A note from the editors…
Dear Readers,
As we all know, April is a busy time on
campus. With Earth Day on April 22nd, Ag Field
Day on April 28th, and a slew of associated
student events throughout the month, April
brings a dose of Rutgers joy alongside the usual
preparation for final exams and graduation. For
this reason, we’ve published a short list of April
events alongside our usual content, which
includes a Campus Spotlight piece, several
articles covering goings-on in marine ecology, a
fascinating tale of avian evolution, and more.
Please enjoy this 10th anniversary April edition
of The Trail.
Sincerely,
The Editors

Cultivating a Healthy Reef (31-33)

Spring has arrived! An eastern phoebe,
one of the first insectivorous birds to
arrive in spring, was seen on Cook
Campus on March 30th. Be sure to see
the
blooming
magnolias
near
Woodbury Bunting-Cobb, as well!

The Many Faces of the Dark-Eyed Junco (Junco hyemalis)
(34-35)
Communicating Science Through Visuals Student
Showcase (36-38)
Trail Mix (39)
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April Events on Campus!
Thanks to Students for Environmental Awareness for providing the
events. Also, be sure to come
flyer below for their Earth Day
by Cook Campus on Saturday, April th for Ag Field Day! Student
group tables, food, live music, used book sales, petting zoos, plant
sales, and more can all be found at this special campus event.
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Campus Spotlight
Join staff writer Humna Wajid as she interviews Mr. Daniel Clark,
PhD candidate in Ecology, Evolution, and Natural Resources at
Rutgers University and Recording Secretary of the Cook
Community Alumni Association (CCAA), about CCAA’s 5th
annual “Life After College” event, which took place on February
10th, 2018. Enjoy!
Humna: What was the event “Life After College”
about?
Mr. Clark: The point was to provide an opportunity
for students and alumni to network, connect, and
engage in some mentoring. It was hosted by the
Cook Community Alumni Association, which is the
alumni association for SEBS, Cook College, CAES, the
Ag School and other SEBS predecessor schools. It's
meant to be pretty informal, and a way for alumni
and students to connect. Part of it is that if students
are looking for jobs/internships, that this is an Photo credit: <a href="http://www.newbrunswick.rutgers.edu/sites/flagship/files/styles/
audience of people who work in most of the same ru_slideshow_medium/public/0154_oct08_dh_ss_0.jpg?itok=Adj7TaPh">Rutgers.edu</a>
fields, and might know of those opportunities. The
other part is more sort of general life/career advice. Humna: What do attending students get out of a
For a lot of students in the majors offered at Cook, “life after college” themed event?
there's no one clear job path, and this is an Mr. Clark: Talking about the event specifically, it's
opportunity to discuss some of those potential career informal, a pretty low-stakes setting to ask some
paths with people who have a similar background. questions you might not have a ton of people in your
We had alumni ranging from classes in the 1970s life to ask those questions of, and a way to connect
through last year, so they're at all career phases, and with people who've been where you are. It's also nice
in a huge variety of fields and positions, and probably that we’ve had a number of students find jobs/
know something about what many students are internships as a result.
facing.
More generally, I could write a book. I doubt most
people feel fully prepared for life at any stage, and for
Humna: What kind of audience do you see at the most students, there's a big transition at some point
post-college. It might be gradual or sudden, but at
event?
some point you become entirely responsible for
Mr. Clark: Both current students, and alumni from yourself and there's going to be a heap of things you
SEBS/Cook College/CAES/the Ag School.
have to figure out for yourself.
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Campus Spotlight
Humna: What kind of questions do you hear during
this event from the audience? Would you be willing
to share those questions?
Mr. Clark: A lot of students are dealing with
uncertainty - what are they going to do next, in ten
years, what do they want to do, how do they get
there, etc. I think it's important to hear that there
are people in their 20s, 30s, 40s, 50s, etc. who still
don't know the answers to those, and that people
who have found those answers have done so
through a process. It's not like you get a degree and
then boom, magically you're set and know everything,
but there is some expectation from people that that's
how it will feel. A lot of students did have questions
about how people got into a specific field, or what the
biggest surprises in that field or in that workplace
were. I'd say that our alumni had some good answers
for that.

Photo Credit: http://cookalumni.rutgers.edu/

other careers, it isn't. Being in my seventh year of
graduate school (2 M.S., 5th year of my Ph.D.), I'd say
it's very important to know going in why you want to
go to graduate school, and what you expect out of it.
It's fine if that answer is "to learn more and put extra
letters after my name", but make sure that, whatever
the reason, it's going to be enough to drive you
through your degree.

Humna: What’s the best advice you have for newly
Humna: Did the event include any advice to
graduating students (like me)?
students about paying off student loan debt?
Mr. Clark: You define success for yourself. Absolutely,
there are other people in your life who you have ties Mr. Clark: No. In the past, we've had a speaker come
to, and considering their reactions to your behavior is and talk about saving for retirement and that sort of
a factor, but at the end of the day, you have to live thing, and some of the student loan debt talk gets
with you. Think about the type of life you want to worked into that. In the future, we might consider a
have, and what you'll find the most fulfilling. For speaker on either/both of those topics. We've
some people that's getting paid a lot, for some people changed the event based on student and alumni
it's sleeping outside every night, and it's up to you to feedback each year, so we might bring back
something like that.
make those decisions for yourself.
Humna: What’s the importance of graduate school Humna: Do you think that this kind of event should
in life after college? Or in the lingo of the event, happen more often? Why or why not?
what role do decisions about attending graduate Mr. Clark: Yes. We (the Student Engagement
school play in “life after college”?
Committee for CCAA) have run some other events in
Mr. Clark: It really depends on what you want to do. the past - we brought in someone from LinkedIn, did a
For some careers a graduate degree is important, for couple of panels in a less formal way with alumni and plan on doing this in the future. I've worked with
Back to "In This Issue"
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Campus Spotlight
members of the SEBS Governing Council who have been really helpful over the years in deciding the format
and types of events we do.
Like I said earlier, graduating college and moving on with your life is a big life transition. It doesn't happen all
at once. Like anything, having more information to prepare you can always be useful. One of the other events
we ran twice was to have a bunch of recent (past 10 years) alumni come by and just have a really casual Q&A
where current students could ask questions about anything. Some of it was how to rent an apartment, advice
on getting along with your parents as an adult, looking for work, feeding yourself well, budgeting, etc. All of
these are things that are useful, and most people don't have a ton of people in their lives to ask about it. Or,
the people who you could ask are people who it might be intimidating to ask that advice from. So, that's an
example where students can ask potentially embarrassing or difficult questions of people who have recently
had those experiences and do so in a non-threatening, non-judgmental atmosphere.
Again, I'm of the opinion that having the ability to do this for students in a less formal, less threatening
setting is really important.

Humna: When do you plan on organizing another similar event at Rutgers so our readers would know the
details and can attend?
Mr. Clark: Nothing is planned right now, though we'll probably do Life after College again around the same
time next year (late Jan/early Feb). My collaborators on SGC will surely get that information out. However,
I'd encourage any SEBS students to stop by the alumni table on Ag Field Day on April 28th and see what CCAA
is all about, and for graduating seniors to get involved in their alumni association.

Many thanks to Daniel Clark for this
interview!
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On the Yamal Peninsula in northwestern Siberia, the Nenet people migrate year-round
with herds of reindeer. A nomadic people, the Nenet have over time adapted to the extreme
weather conditions of northern Russia. Leading a lifestyle in close quarters with their herds,
a community of Nenet fell victim to an anthrax outbreak they contracted from the deer in
2016. The clues included a herd of dead reindeer, a heatwave, and a number of resulting
casualties. But what led anthrax to suddenly return when the last case in the region was
reported in 1941?
In the case of the Nenet, Russian health officials traced the anthrax to remains of
reindeer beneath the surface. As a heatwave struck, higher temperatures melted the
carcasses, allowing the disease to escape into groundwater. These carcasses spread the
disease to the living herds, which subsequently transmitted the anthrax to the Nenet. The
World Economic Forum reports that “up to 2,300 reindeer were killed as a result of the
outbreak, and the entire reindeer herdsman community...had to be evacuated.” This case,
which resulted in the death of a 12-year-old boy, now has the scientific community
concerned with how this phenomena might play out in other scenarios.
Climate change has led to rising global temperatures, which has in turn accelerated
melting permafrost layers. These layers consist of subsurface soil deposits that in theory
remain frozen year-round.
Instead, permafrost layers
covering tundras around the
world continue to melt at an
increasing rate, leaving the soil
to thaw. These melting layers–
primarily located in northern
regions of Eurasia and North
America–pose a considerable
threat to human health, and
could further increase rates of
global warming.
Picture Credit: USGS, https://walrus.wr.usgs.gov/climate-change/permafrost.html
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bacteria can be released into groundwater and larger bodies of water. While historical
diseases have lain frozen and dormant for decades, the melting permafrost allows
preserved bacteria and viruses to become infectious once again. According to the BBC,
“scientists have discovered fragments of RNA from the 1918 Spanish flu virus in corpses
buried in mass graves in Alaska's tundra” while “smallpox and the bubonic plague are also
likely buried in Siberia.” As the permafrost melts, these diseases have a higher likelihood
of re-entering food and water sources.
Scientists have also discovered new diseases yet to interact with humans. The discovery
of viruses, such as the Pithovirus sibericum, mark a new form of ‘giant’ virus that can
infect amoebas but not humans. While they may not threaten humans, these viruses serve
as important indicators of the resilience of infectious diseases embedded in the permafrost.
Diseases are not the only threats escaping as permafrost melts. These thawing layers of
ice also release large amounts of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. The National Snow
& Ice Data Center estimates that in comparison to the 850 gigatons of carbon currently in
our atmosphere, 1,400 gigatons remain frozen within the permafrost. As microbes digest
this thawing carbon, carbon dioxide and methane escape, compounding greenhouse gas
emissions and accelerating melting.
Despite the looming implications of permafrost melt, the outlook provides what some
may consider promising prospects. For one, the melting permafrost has turned once-frozen
landscapes of northern Alaska into viable lands for agriculture. Permafrost melt will also
allow for more excavation and scientific investigation into strata across the frozen layers.
One criticism of increased interaction with this thawing land cites the increased risk of
contracting diseases as they escape. This criticism has also been directed at extractive
resource industries, which have also shown interest in mining and drilling locations that
become accessible as the ground softens. These extractive practices would potentially
accelerate increased exposure to viruses and bacteria, while exacerbating damage to natural
resources and the climate.
The future of permafrost melt and its effects on the proliferation of disease remain
uncertain. The unpredictable nature of which diseases will escape and where they will
emerge makes this a challenging issue to address. Policy decisions supporting further
climate and geologic research may greatly impact the capability of scientists to preempt
potential future outbreaks.
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New Substance Proves Serious Muscle in
Fighting Invasive Mussels
By Olivia Le Warn
Researchers from the Nanyang Technological University, Harvard University, Agency for Science,
Technology, and Research, and University Erlangen-Nürnberg have created a new substance to combat
marine biofouling. Biofouling, which refers to aquatic organisms attaching themselves to underwater
structures such as piers, submerged piping, or ships, leads to a variety of economic issues. For example,
ships facing biofouling have increased fuel consumption due to drag created by the organisms, as well
as decreased maneuverability. Biofouling also leads to the spread of invasive species such as the Asian
Green Mussel (Perna viridis).
The invasive mussel first appeared in the United States in 1999 in Tampa Bay, Florida, likely from
larvae being released in ships’ ballast water. The species is now found in nearby states such as Georgia
and Texas, and as far away as South Carolina and Washington. The Asian Green Mussel competes with
native species spatially as well as for planktonic food resources. Economically, the mussels foul a wide
array of manmade structures such as pipes, buoys, bridges, pilings, power plant intake pipes, and
seawalls. Some researchers theorize that the Asian Green Mussel may become the marine equivalent of
the freshwater Asian Zebra Mussel (Dreissena polymorpha), a highly invasive bivalve that has cost the
United States close to 1 billion dollars in the past fifteen years.
Mussels can attach themselves to substances such as glass, plastic, wood, concrete, and Teflon®
using up to ten different adhesive proteins produced by the foot organ of the organism. These proteins
are converted into byssal threads that deposit a plaque at the base of the thread that is used to adhere
to surfaces. The byssal threads are as strong as vertebrate tendons, but up to five times more extensible
on the distal ends of the thread. While the proximal ends of the threads are not as strong as vertebrate
tendons, they are up to 20 times more extensible. These characteristics allow mussels to attach strongly
and thus are difficult to remove.
In the past, heavy metal based and organotin coatings were used to address marine biofouling,
but their use is now restricted due to the toxic effects on marine and freshwater organisms. The primary
control method is currently mechanical scraping of ship hulls prior to long voyages. Scientists have been
researching a variety of methods to create substances to which the mussels cannot attach, and the
aforementioned team of researchers might have found the answer.

Photo Credit: Flickr, James St. John, https://www.flickr.com/photos/jsjgeology/
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Inspired by lubricant-infused coatings that have already been proven effective in repelling
bacteria and algae, the scientists created a 3D polymer network attached to glass and then infused with
a silicone lubricant. This method resulted in a complete absence of plaque on the surface. It is theorized
that the silicone lubricant disrupts the mechanism mussels use to trigger an adhesive response upon a
solid surface. The lubricant may also impact the molecular processes of adhesion in the mussels.
Perhaps the most promising aspect of this substance is that it can be formulated into a sprayable paint
for easy application on a variety of surfaces.
While this study only involved the Asian Green Mussel, it shows promising results that could be
replicated for other species involved in marine biofouling. The next conundrum to face may be how to
combat species being transported through ballast water, as that is how the invasive mussel was first
introduced to the United States. In any case, this is a step in the right direction in terms of fighting the
spread of the Asian Green Mussel throughout the world.

Works Referenced
Amini, S., Kolle, S., Petrone, L., Ahanotu, O., Sunny, S., Sutanto, C. N., ... & Vogel, N. (2017). Preventing mussel adhesion using lubricant-infused materials. Science, 357(6352), 668-673.
Benson, A.J., (2009, January 8) Perna viridis Linneaus, 1758: U.S. Geological Survey, Nonindigenous Aquatic Species
Database, Gainesville, FL
Masterson, J. (2007, October 4). Perna viridis. Retrieved March 14, 2018, from
http://www.sms.si.edu/irlspec/perna_viridis.htm
McGuire, M., & Stevely, J. (2015, September 17). Invasive Species of Florida's Coastal Waters: The Asian Green Mussel
(Perna viridis). Retrieved March 14, 2018, from http://edis.ifas.ufl.edu/sg094

Silverman, H. G., & Roberto, F. F. (2007). Understanding marine mussel adhesion. Marine biotechnology, 9
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Can we Save the North
Atlantic Right Whale?

believed that most, if not all, of the remaining North
Atlantic Right Whales live in the North Atlantic
Ocean near the United States and Canada.

By Dru Corbeille

The whales migrate south for the winter to the
coastal waters off the southeastern United States,
where females give birth. Like many other whales,
North Atlantic Right Whales only reach sexual
maturity after a prolonged adolescence, with females
normally giving birth between the ages of nine and ten
years old. The gestation period is about one year, with
the female birthing only one calf every three to five
years. This time allows the female to bond with and
wean her calf, as well as prepare for another
pregnancy. The whale’s slow reproductive rate and
late sexual maturity makes this animal more
vulnerable to external population pressures. As their
numbers dwindle, prospects of repopulation decrease
rapidly.

The North Atlantic Right Whale (Eubalaena
glacialis) is the fourth most endangered whale on the
planet. According to various researchers, there are
between 350 and 450 Right Whales remaining, with
many of these researchers estimating that there are
only 100 breeding females left. Such low numbers
have resulted from humans hunting the whales for
more than 800 years for their oil and baleen (a filter
feeding system made up of keratin that whalers used
to make corsets, whips and umbrella whips). Although
right whales have been protected since the 1930’s, the
population has never shown robust signs of recovery.
The most serious threats to the remaining population
are collisions with ships, entanglement in fishing gear,
In late February of this year, sixty-five whales
and noise pollution. The whales are approximately 55
feet long and weigh over 60 tons. They are slow were spotted in an aerial survey by The Center for
swimmers at 6 mph and are not fearful of ships. It is Coastal Studies in Provincetown, Massachusetts. In
this survey, no calves were observed. In fact, there
have been no newborn right whale calves spotted this
year. Similar to many other whales, the right whale
cannot be bred in captivity. Regina Asmutis-Silvia,
executive director for the Whale and Dolphin
Conservation Society's North America office, believes
that one cause of the declining birth rate may be that
the females cannot gain enough weight to support a
pregnancy. One other potential cause could be
elevated stress levels in the whales from contact with
ships and entanglement with fishing gear. Elevated
stress levels decrease the fertility of female whales,
making population challenges even more difficult.

Photo Credit: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/

The absence of new calves is especially worrisome
due to more accidental deaths and lower reproductive
rates in recent years. The birth rate in 2017 was
particularly low, and seventeen deaths were recorded.
Five of the deaths occurred off the coast of the United
States and twelve off the coast of Canada. This is a
decrease of four percent for the population, and is
double the number of deaths recorded over the last
Back to "In This Issue"
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five years. Today, most right whales die from blunt
trauma caused by boat collisions. In response to this
threat, Canada implemented a slower maximum speed
for shipping, but removed the limit only a year later.
Mark Baumgartner, a marine ecologist in Cape Cod,
projects that the Atlantic Right Whale could become
extinct in as early as twenty years.

Volume 10, Issue 5

Atlantic Right Whale. Research from Syracuse
University explains that North Atlantic Right
Whales often feed just below the water’s surface,
making them difficult for ships to spot. Researchers
from the Stellwagen Sanctuary believe that saving
the right whale requires separating the whales from
dangerous contact with ships. “We must slow ships
down to speeds that are less lethal – 10 knots or less
in an area in which the whale is present.”
Regardless of the method, action must be taken if
humans want to save the North Atlantic Right
Whale from extinction.

Scientists are doing what they can to save the
North Atlantic Right Whale. These scientists keep
track of the whale populations and individuals
through their callosities. A callosity is a patch of
tough white skin on the whale’s head. These
callosities are inhabited by many small amphipods,
To hear the sound of a North Atlantic Right
known as cyamids or whale lice. These tiny Whale or to see if any have been detected by the
organisms form a unique pattern similar to a buoys off the coast of Massachusetts, go to http://
fingerprint, which provides a means of identifying www.listenforwhales.org/page.aspx?pid=430.
each whale. Scientists also electronically tag the
whales when possible. In 2008, ten detection buoys
were set up in Massachusetts Bay. If the call of the
North Atlantic Right Whale is detected, a message
is transmitted that alerts all shipping vessels in the
area to proceed slowly with caution. This detection
system is important because this area is heavily used
for Atlantic seaboard traffic.
Also in Massachusetts, the Stellwagen Bank
National Marine Sanctuary provides a rich feeding
ground for a variety of whales, including the North

Photo Credit: Pixabay
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Ocean to Table: Supermarkets
Protecting Our Oceans

The seafood industry has a
history of contributing to
environmental problems in the ocean
and its living communities. Amid
escalating methods of fisheries
exploitation and fluctuating levels of
global regulation, much talk has been
dedicated to how consumer choices
can encourage sustainable fisheries.
However, since the 1980’s, some
grocery stores themselves have taken
up the mantle of sourcing more
sustainable seafood sources.
In 2015, Greenpeace compiled a
“Grocery Store Scorecard” that ranked
food markets on their actions towards
sustainability. In the top two were
Whole Foods and Wegmans, both
powerhouses in the food market world-not only in sustainability, but in
worker and customer satisfaction.
Whole Foods and Wegmans are also a
representation of how sustainability
goals can happen anywhere within the
spectrum of business styles. Wegmans
is a privately-owned company that is
purposely growing at a slow rate in
order to maintain core standards. Still
headquartered in Rochester, NY, where

it was founded in 1908 by the Wegman
brothers, their business model remains
family-focused. This is shown through
their leadership, with the current
Chairman being the grandson/greatgrandnephew of the founders, and the
CEO and Senior Vice President being
his daughters.
Whole Foods showcases a very
different story with similar goals.
Opening their first doors in Austin in
September of 1980, they have become
the largest American chain of organic
supermarkets. They have since become
multinational, but have maintained a
standard of sustainability and fair
trade. The reason for their success in
Greenpeace’s ranking most likely stems
from the fact that they were built with
a purpose in mind: to provide organic
and sustainable food for every
community they stepped into.
Even with vastly different
backgrounds, both Wegmans and
Whole Foods have followed a similar
pattern in their purchasing and
distribution powers. The criteria that
were met to be given their Greenpeace
ranking was based off policies, store
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initiatives, transparency and labeling,
and their red list inventory. Both stores
followed strict policies for their wild
and farm-grown seafood, staying well
within federally dictated regulations.
Wegmans specifically prided
themselves on having levels of PBC
being only .03 ppm in their farmed fish,
when the FDA only requires levels to be
below 3 ppm. On the Whole Foods
website, they break down every fish
they raise on farms and the
environmental benefits accrued from
farming these species. The consumer
trust and profit garnered by these
transparency initiatives then goes
towards starting initiatives that protect
the environment and raise money for
important local food needs, such as
food shelters.

Volume 10, Issue 5

Though from vastly different
origins, Wegmans and Whole Foods
have made huge impressions on the
sustainable fish market. Both have
used their influence as respected
industries to meet regulatory
demands and inform consumers.
Wegmans and Whole foods are
giving their communities the
opportunity to buy more sustainably,
and with this choice they are able to
sustain their appetites and the
environment.
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Whole Foods Market. (2018, January 12). Farm-Raised
Seafood. Retrieved March 17, 2018, from
http://www.wholefoodsmarket.com/farmSource: Wikimedia Commons, https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Large_fish_school.png
raised -seafood
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Many recent public policy debates have concerned new policies regarding the legalization of
marijuana in New Jersey. Newly elected governor Phil Murphy seems persistent in his pursuit to
introduce a New Jersey bill that would allow the recreational use of marijuana and permit
households to grow their own cannabis plants. Although debate continues on whether or not
Murphy’s proposal should become law, one factor often left unmentioned is the tremendous impact
the cannabis industry has on the environment. To prevent further environmental issues in the Garden
State, the New Jersey government could consider these effects while drafting any future bill and
regulations.
One of the most concerning factors is how water-intensive the cannabis industry has become.
A very thirsty crop, an individual marijuana plant can demand up to 6 gallons of water per day to
survive, as estimated by a 2016 report to the Oregon state legislature. Murphy’s proposed bill
mentions that each New Jersey household could have up to 6 mature plants, which means
homeowners growing cannabis could multiply their already plethoric daily water consumption.
According to the CDC, the average individual uses about 80-100 gallons of water a day from just
performing household actions. Not to mention that New Jersey’s population is expected to rise 18%
over the next 20 years. Without enforcing water conservation strategies, the state’s overall water
consumption could already increase in coming years, burgeoning cannabis industries
notwithstanding.
There are different problems that arise Source: pixbay
from indoor and outdoor cultivation. Outdoor
cultivation can be less stressful on electricity
usage; however, this method is dependent on
nearby water sources. Runoff from outdoor
cultivation can pollute water bodies and soil
with pesticides, fertilizers, and rodenticides
that are used during the growing process.
These pollutants disturb aquatic ecosystems
while also making the water or soil
unsuitable for use by surrounding
communities. Organic alternatives may
prevent the worst of potential contamination,
but are less popular than cheap and quick
alternatives.
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If a bill legalizing the recreational marijuana industry passes, Governor Murphy might consider
implementing policies that would help regulate water usage for cannabis cultivation. California has
found that implementing such regulations has aided mitigation of cannabis’ impact on water quality and
supply in their state. In fact, legalization of the cannabis industry could foreseeably spur improvements
in pesticide and fertilizer practices, subjecting the industry to the same environmental laws as traditional
agriculture.
Since indoor cultivation takes place in a controlled environment, it can save immense amounts of
water. However, indoor cultivation simultaneously requires more energy due to the lighting, heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning involved. Since Colorado legalized marijuana, the state has suffered
from a high increase in energy demand. The Denver Post reported in an article that growing sites in
Colorado have consumed as much power as 35,000 households. The same article explains that indoor
cultivation in California consumes 9% of household electricity which is equivalent to the amount used
by 1 million households.
California and Colorado have found that implementing stricter licensing regulations have helped to
control the energy demand. Although cannabis is very power hungry, existing sustainable alternatives
remain less utilized because of their upfront price despite potential savings in the long term. The
Guardian released an article explaining the benefits that Denver dispensaries derive from using LED
lights. These dispensaries admit that LED lights are more expensive to initially purchase, but that the
LEDs have saved them up to $1,500 a month on electricity bills. The cost of electricity in New Jersey is
already among the highest in the nation, so if a cannabis legalization bill passes, prospective growers
may find it beneficial to use energy-saving mechanisms.
While the cannabis industry remains very resource intensive, there are sustainable alternatives
available for every step of the cultivation process. Multiple states have already legalized marijuana, but
with strong political and social support, New Jersey can emerge as the first U.S. state to encourage
sustainable cultivation from the conception of legalization.
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By Ella Grande

Just about everyone can agree on one thing, and that is this: we all love Netflix. From popular series
like Stranger Things and Black Mirror, to hilarious stand up like John Mulaney and Bill Burr, even to the
classics that we’ve all seen a million times like The Shawshank Redemption and Dead Poets Society, Netflix
has it all. But one thing Netflix provides us with other than just good entertainment is education. With that
being said, here is a list, in no particular order, with a brief synopsis of five amazing environmentally geared
documentaries that seriously are a must see.

Before The Flood: Produced and narrated by the famous Leonardo DiCaprio, this documentary follows him
around the globe taking a look at the real-life impacts of climate change.
Mr. DiCaprio meets with scientists as they give him hard evidence and
shocking numbers as to how humans are affecting this planet. These
scientists examine possible solutions and ways humans can try to reverse
the effects of climate change. The picture takes a look at glacier melt, the
food industry, air pollution, and more. Mr. DiCaprio even meets with
famous figures like President Barack Obama and Elon Musk. This
documentary is eye opening and one of my personal favorites.
Cowspiracy: The Sustainability Secret: This documentary takes you on a journey through the animal
agriculture industry and its extreme environmental impacts. It describes things that the industry
demonstrably does not want the general population to know, given how lucrative the status quo is. This
picture shows how much more damaging fossil fuel emissions
from animal agriculture are than fossil fuel emissions from cars
and factories. It looks at climate change, water use, deforestation,
and ocean dead zones. It really changes one’s perspective on
humans’ daily diet and everyday food choices.

Rotten: This six episode docu-series is a bit different than the average
environmental documentary. It takes a look at the corruption of the
food industry and really focuses on the business side of the industry,
bringing the viewer behind the scenes on how food is brought to
market. Many audience members may be surprised at the topics
covered. Each episode focuses on a different food: honey, peanuts,
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garlic, chicken, milk, and fish. It is really interesting to watch a food-related documentary that doesn’t look at
the more well-covered issues of animal cruelty or carbon emissions, but rather focuses solely on the business
aspect.
Chasing Ice: In hopes of enabling people to visualize the effects of climate change, photographers travel to
places like Greenland, Iceland, and Alaska to capture images of how much polar ice actually melts in just a
few years. The filmmakers endure extreme weather conditions to
set up their cameras, and even captured the longest glacier
calving event ever caught on film. One incredible aspect of this
film is the breathtaking pictures and videos it provides. This
picture captures some beautiful images, but all in all, the audience
is left sobered by how much ice has melted from the beginning of
the project to the end.
Blackfish: This documentary is by now well-known, and covers the controversy of SeaWorld and its captive
whales. It mainly follows one killer whale in particular to showcase what the documentary sees as industry
negligence--not only to the whale itself, but also to trainers working with it. The picture attempts to convey
how the whales’ mental states are impacted by confinement in small tanks. Despite numerous stories of
whales injuring and even killing their trainers, many trainers around the world had no idea this was going on,
as the industry failed to widely publicize such instances. The audiences
gets personal accounts from former trainers and heartbreaking stories
of the captive whales’ lives, and the human workers who have been
harmed as a result.

Andersen, K., & Kuhn, K. (Directors). (2014, June 26). Cowspiracy: The Sustainability Secret[Video file]. Retrieved
from http://www.cowspiracy.com/
Cowperthwaite, G. (Director). (2013, July 19). Blackfish [Video file]. Retrieved from http://
www.blackfishmovie.com/
Gesing, T., Kennedy, L., Kerr, B., & Mettler, D. (Directors). (2018, January 5). Rotten [Video file]. Retrieved from
https://www.netflix.com/title/80146284
Orlowski, J. (Director). (2012, November 16). Chasing Ice [Video file]. Retrieved from https://chasingice.com/
Stevens, F. (Director). (2016, October 21). Before the Flood [Video file]. Retrieved from https://
www.beforetheflood.com/
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Northern White Rhino
Faces Extinction
By Gina Sbrilli
The world’s last male northern white
rhinoceros (Ceratotherium simum cottoni) died in
Kenya Monday, March 20th, signifying what
scientists fear to be the extinction of the
subspecies. Sudan, the 45-year-old rhino, was
housed at the Ol Pejeta Conservatory in Laikipia
County, Kenya since 2009 with two other female
northern white rhinos. These two female rhinos
are all that remain of the subspecies, leaving the
southern white rhino (Ceratotherium simum
simum) the soon-to-be sole representative of the
species.
Sudan was originally taken from the
country of Sudan at the age of two in 1975 and
brought to a zoo in the Czech Republic.
According to npr.com, when this zoo faced
financial troubles and its rhinos were not
breeding, Sudan and the two females were moved
to Ol Pejeta. “The thinking was that in a place
closely resembling their homeland, they would
thrive,” says an article put out by npr.com.
According to this same article and
the World Wildlife Fund, the northern white rhino
population hovered around 2,000 in 1960, but
quickly dropped as a result of war and poaching
that funded the fighting. And while National
Geographic filmmaker and photographer Ami
Vitale notes that the “best protectors of these
landscapes are local communities,” the Ol Pejeta
conservatory began using Sudan as the center of
several publicity stunts to bring the species, then
approaching extinction, to the public’s attention.
Attempts were somewhat successful, the most
famous of which was creating a Tinder online
dating profile for the male rhino. According to
TIME, some even affectionately called him “the
most eligible bachelor in the world.”

went far beyond just finding Sudan a “suitable
match.” Given that 45 is quite old for a rhino,
Sudan suffered several problems typical of an
aging animal, says an article put out by CNN. The
elderly rhino could no longer mount a female
naturally and suffered from low sperm count. And
while the conservatory had recorded mating over
the past few years between Sudan and the two
females with which he was placed, no
conceptions resulted, according to a veterinarian
at the conservatory.
Next for scientists was breeding in a lab.
An article put out by National Geographic
described the process: “Sex cells were harvested
from the living northern white rhinos, and
scientists are hoping to impregnate white rhino
surrogates.” However, the technology required
for such a process has yet to be perfected. In
addition, such a project would cost more than $9
million, said a representative from the African
Wildlife Foundation.
The entire affair is a lesson in conflict
between wildlife and human behavior, according
to Vitale. “This can be our wake-up call,” she
says. “In a world of more than 7 billion people,

we must see ourselves as part of the
landscape. Our fate is linked to the fate of
animals.”

Unfortunately, the plight of this animal
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Robin Hoods of
the Sea
Marissa O’Connor
Source: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:2013_03_16_Somalia_Fishing_c_(8571827842).jpg

It started in the year 2000, when the Somali
Civil War was starting its second phase and the
National Guard fell apart. Mysterious foreign
groups seem to have viewed this as an opportunity
to exploit Somali ocean resources, dumping illegal
and nuclear waste into its seas and
commandeering the food sources of locals.
European organized crime groups have been
alleged to send ships with radioactive cargoes to
the coasts of Somalia to be sunk; one 2009
Huffington Post article quotes a UN envoy to
Somalia as saying “Somebody is dumping nuclear
material here. There is also lead, and heavy metals
such as cadmium and mercury - you name it.” That
same article claims that these materials could
often be linked to European manufacturing
facilities, whose wastes somehow ended up in the
hands of illicit groups paid for their disposal.

Amid this contamination, the livelihood of
coastal fisherman communities was being ripped
from underneath them, with more than $300
million worth of tuna, shrimp, lobster and other
sea-life being exploited by foreign fishing groups.
One 2011 article in The Guardian describes how
mostly Chinese, Korean, and Taiwanese fishing
fleets would fish lobster by trawling with weighted
nets—destroying reefs on the ocean floor, along
with local fishermen’s livelihoods in the process.
With 73% of the population living in extreme
poverty, many Somalian citizens were suffering.
The only solution in the minds of some fishermen
to save their beloved country was to take vigilante
justice, seeking ransom money for fishing boats
held hostage. Thus, the Volunteer Coastguard of
Somalia was formed--the badaadinta badah, or
"saviors of the sea". Or, as they are known to
much of the Western world: pirates.
These pirates are not what one would usually
picture. They do not look like Captain Hook or
resemble any of the characters in the Disney
franchise Pirates of the Caribbean. Instead, these
pirates resemble regular people who had become
hurt by foreign franchise and thus banded
together. These bands started out as fishermen
who would assemble to try and stop foreigners

Source: Wikimedia Commons, https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Combined_Task_Force_151_-_090211-N-1082Z-111.jpg
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from invading their waters. One attempted
technique was to impose taxes. When this did not
work, some fishermen turned to violence and
started to hijack shipping vessels, obtaining
weapons to compete with the foreign ships.
In an interview with a chief of the Saviors of
the Sea, said chief stated that the group did not
discriminate on which ships they pursued; instead,
if a ship was unlucky enough to be spotted, they
would either be run out of the territory or
hijacked. After hijacking the ships, the Saviors of
the Sea would demand ransoms, with a fraction
said to be donated as a form of charity to the poor
and disabled of the community.
Not all of the Saviors of the Sea are serving
vigilante justice, however. The hijacking of ships is
extremely lucrative, and while the phenomenon
started as a means to end illegal dumping and
fishing, it has evolved into something more

Volume 10, Issue 5

dangerous. No doubt that some of these saviors
are not actually saviors. Some are just extortionists
out for money. But when the ransoms given for
hijackings can sometimes be worth millions,
foreign exploitation is an everyday reality, and
poverty is commonplace, the phenomenon of
modern-day piracy is perhaps less surprising.
Nevertheless, these attacks pose a severe
threat to shipping, most notably disrupting the
transit corridor for 20% of the world’s oil supply.
The United Nations is looking to solve the problem
through traditional law enforcement and legal
remedies; however, this solution is scrutinized by
many politicians, with some stating that where a
pirate is jailed, another will simply take their place.
Instead, efforts to improve the government’s
stability and to develop the economy have been
proffered as alternative solutions.
While these Saviors of the Sea will likely
never see themselves played by Johnny Depp,
modern piracy nevertheless offers a lesson to be
learned. Somalia’s coastal resources were for
many years exploited and contaminated by foreign
powers. The issue of modern piracy stems in large
part from extreme poverty and global inequality.
Perhaps the takeaway from this story is that things
are rarely black and white, and there are two sides
to every story.

Source: Wikimedia Commons, https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Somalian_Piracy_Threat_Map_2010.png
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Source: Wikimedia Commons. https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:School_of_tuna_(8427451274).jpg

The world’s growing human population has
put pressure on many different food resources. Of
particular importance to many populations, though,
is fish, which communities and cultures around the
world rely on as their main source of protein. To
further analyze the importance of fishing in the
world’s populations and ecosystems, new studies are
attempting to quantify fishing activity.
Based on data collected from a recent study of
fishing trends around the world, it has been
suggested that at least half the area of our oceans is
being fished. Though, it is likely that more area is
being fished but going undetected. The study,
published in the February 2018 issue of Science, used
an automatic identification system (AIS) of boats to
track their location and patterns and convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) to identify characteristics of

Pxhere.com

ships that are likely fishing ships. This data, which
was collected from 2012 to 2016, found that most
fishing takes place in the northeast Atlantic,
northwest Pacific, and areas off of South America
and West Africa that have upwelling currents.
Some interesting points uncovered in the study
are the different factors that impact fishing trends.
One finding was that, unlike agriculture, which is
heavily impacted by seasonal changes, fishing is
more likely to be affected by cultural or political
factors. These may include holidays, weekends, or
fishing moratoria such as the one in China.
Additionally, environmental factors, such as an El
Niño, do not decrease the amount of fishing activity,
but shift the location of it. The study also points out
that economic factors, like fuel price, did not have as
strong of an effect on fishing activity as other factors.
The study provides insights into fishing patterns that
may be helpful in years to come.
For many island communities, fish make up the
primary source of protein, and therefore play a vital
role in community subsistence. A study of Pacific
Island countries and territories found that fish make
up the majority of this regional population’s protein
intake, and the majority of fish caught goes to
individual food security rather than to the market.
For this reason, there will likely be more stress on
coastal fish populations in the future as these human
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populations grow. Understanding the fishing
patterns in fishing-reliant coastal communities can
help control the overexploitation of local fish
populations.
In the deep seas, overfishing can have severe
consequences. Many of the fish species in deep-sea
regions have long life spans, take a long time to
mature, and have low rates of reproduction. This
puts these fish populations at major risk of
overfishing, as the recovery of these populations can
take a very long time. Fisheries in the deep sea have
a tendency towards flourishing and then rapidly
depleting, which is likely due to the unrestricted
fishing that goes on in these areas.

Volume 10, Issue 5

inadvertently waste marine fish resources. These
include large quantities of bycatch, which while often
discarded, is often dead by the time it is brought to
the surface and released. Informative studies and
adequate regulation of fishing practices will be
crucial to the future of fisheries management.

Finally, studies have also contributed to an
understanding of some fishing practices that
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A Potent Potential Paradigm that
Prevents Poaching
By: Toyosi Dickson
Globalization has created an expansion of markets for many niche products, as
populations across the globe have gained access to exotic foreign goods through
international trade. One such market includes the products of poaching endangered
species--a black market second only to the drug trade in value. Even then, a kilogram of
black rhinoceros horn can fetch over $100,000 in Vietnamese markets, which is a greater
price tag than 1 kilogram of cocaine.
Traditional medicine in some countries values body parts such as the bones, ivory, and
teeth of threatened and endangered species like the tiger, rhino, and elephant, claiming
they can cure a multitude of diseases from cancer to trivialities like hangover. Expanding
networks of organized illegal poaching have resulted in a 42% decline of African lion
populations over the past 21 years, as estimated by the Born Free Foundation. The
number of lion parts and even whole lions that were illegally exported from Africa
between 2009 and 2013 was double the amount shipped five years prior to that. The
decrease in population of the African lion from illegal poaching has in turn increased the
black-market value of this already vulnerable species, which has in turn increased the
intensity at which they are hunted.
Facing an organized and monetarily motivated threat such as these poaching crime
rings puts pressure on nature reserves, primarily in East and South Africa, to find solutions
to prevent further decimation of their wildlife. This has been difficult at times, as wildlife
such as lions and elephants in conservations like Kenya, South Africa, and Namibia have
been known to stray from reserves and clash with human settlements; destructive
behaviors like destroying crops and livestock can be devastating for subsistence farmers
in developing nations. Instances such as these often motivate local villagers in nations like
Kenya to work with poachers or just go straight to killing these animals to prevent further
destruction of the agricultural capital that is so vital to their income. But an effective
strategy to prevent further illegal poaching of exotic game may, ironically, be legal trophy
hunting of exotic game.
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Mainstream Western culture has grown more averse to exotic trophy hunting, as it causes
the destruction of charismatic and familiar animals. But when regulated, trophy hunting can be
applied on nature reserves where local staff dictate which specific animal of each herd is killed
by legal hunters. The targeted animals are usually problematic ones, such as overly-aggressive
males. This can create a system that benefits nearly all parties, excluding, of course, the
individual animals killed.
Local human communities are sometimes given a cut of the trophy hunting revenue made
from fees paid by hunters, giving them an economic incentive to deter illegal, unregulated
poaching. Trophy hunting fees can also help conservation workers generate revenue to obtain
new land for endangered animals in countries like Namibia and South Africa; such land
acquisitions have played a role in recovering IUCN Red Listed populations like the white rhino,
whose population increased from 100 in the 19th century to 20,000 in present day.
In the face of a sophisticated and ruthless black market that’s receiving increasing
demand, this strategy—while not completely ideal to many—may help save species in its own
way. Regulated trophy hunting takes into account not just the interactions between targeted
animals and poachers, but the local communities affected by them as well.
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Getting Back to the Roots: Effects of Geo-engineering
on Agriculture by Darrian Beam
In the last edition of The Trail, I discussed the
prospect of geo-engineering, a climate change
remediation method that is under currently
under research and development. Also
mentioned was the prospect of numerous
unintended,
and
potentially
disastrous,
consequences which could arise if geoengineering were ever implemented. While still
under debate and study, one major topic to
consider in this field is the effect it could have on
agriculture.

engineering at some point in the future must
acknowledge that any intentional planetary
alterations could sway the wellbeing of crops one
way or the other. How could this be? In simple
terms, what goes up into the atmosphere, will
come back down to the soil—directly or
indirectly. The integrity of agricultural yields is
dependent on a fine balance of nutrients in the
soil and the plants in cultivation.
Method A: Sunlight Reflection Method (SRM)

This method of geo-engineering would
utilize the dispersion of reflective particles into
the atmosphere in an attempt to mitigate global
warming. Records of the effects of natural
aerosols dispersed following the eruption of
Mount Pinatubo showcased a “substantial
decrease in precipitation over land and a record
decrease in runoff and river discharge into the
ocean from October 1991–September 1992.”
These results indicate that engineered aerosols
made from sulfur dioxide may have effects on the
water cycle. Furthermore, whatever precipitation
does occur may be acidic. Rutgers professor Alan
Robock, a professor currently researching
geoengineering, warns, “Any additional acid
deposition would harm the ecosystem, and it will
Considering how easily crop health and be important to understand the consequences of
nutrition can be unintentionally degraded, exceeding different biological thresholds.”
scientists who study how humans might use geo- Perhaps also worthy of concern is the fact that
It is easy to overlook the brown stuff beneath
our feet, but the human race relies on the
wellbeing of soil in order to grow food and feed
our ever-growing population. Studies show that
soil quality depletion has already manifested
itself; The British Food Journal performed a study
from 1930 to 1980 which showcased the fact that
in “20 vegetables the average calcium content
had declined 19 percent; iron 22 percent; and
potassium 14 percent.” According to information
put out by Scientific American, major culprits for
the decline of soil health and plant nutritional
content include degradation of soil health by
inappropriate use of pesticides and fertilizers and
the intensification of modern agriculture.
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sulfate dispersion could result in ozone depletion and a potential increase of plant UV-B exposure—
executed in a responsible manner, could yield positive effects on soils. Afforestation involves planting forests on unused land. If the right mix of species are planted, this could potentially bring nutrients to the soils while the plants fix carbon dioxide, thus reversing the
effects of CO2 emissions. Although this method may take longer than SRM, afforestation
sounds like a possible win-win.
Conclusion
No stone can go unturned when discussing the prospect of geo-engineering, which if ever implemented, would have far-reaching effects. Societies depend on productive and reliable agriculture, which in turn depends on healthy plants, water, and soil. It is easy to overlook the organisms which grow beneath us when focusing on such a daunting issue like climate change, but it is vital that researchers stay grounded and consider humanity’s roots in
the soil.

exposure which can damage

vital genetic material.

Method B: Carbon
(CDR)

Dioxide

Removal
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Celebrities Fighting for the Environment
By Rupika Ketu
Who is your favorite celebrity? Consider the
first person that comes to mind. What are they
known for? Their acting? Their singing? Or their
astonishing looks? Far too often, society generalizes
the role of a celebrity to their image and on-screen
talents. Have you ever taken the time to consider the
philanthropic attributes of your favorite celebrity?

Let us take Will Smith for example. He is
more than just one of the Men in Black. Will Smith
and his family recently released a water brand
named JUST WATER. The bottles are 100% spring
water and 100% recyclable. They are made of paper
that is grown from renewable, sustainably managed
forests. The forests themselves are certified by the
Forest Stewardship Council meaning they are healthy
and strong. The renewable forests are also an
attempt to lower carbon emissions.

harmful emissions than a heavyweight PET
(polyethylene terephthalateplastic) bottle. Some of
the emissions include carbon dioxide, methane, and
chlorofluorocarbons. The brand has also designed a
model to combat community water issues, and
successfully addressed some of the most current
environmental issues: plastic waste, resource
sustainability, and global warming. Then, the
following are their top priorities in environmental
stewardship: water, forestry, recycling, emissions,
and plant-based plastics. Kudos to Will Smith.
Now, imagine seeing The Hulk holding up
anti-fracking signs. Bizarre, right? Maybe not. Mark
Ruffalo, the actor who plays The Hulk, is in reality a
huge-anti-fracking advocate. He founded the nonprofit Water Defense in 2011 to work towards
cleaner water and a ban on hydraulic fracking in the
state of New York. In addition to Water Defense,
Mark Ruffalo is part of a project called the Solutions
Project. The Solutions Project is designed to support
businesses, cities, and countries engaging in 100%
clean, renewable energy. The project promotes a
future powered by the sun, wind, and water.

Though only 54% of the water bottle is made of
paper, the rest is made of plant-based plastic,
aluminum, and protective plastic-free film. The
bottle caps are then made from renewable sugar
cane, which embraces the same concept as the
forests. So far, JUST WATER has achieved 74% less
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The list of celebrities goes on. The dashing Leonardo DiCaprio is also known to be passionate about
the environment. DiCaprio produced films such as The 11th Hour and Before the Flood. Both movies are
oriented towards bringing attention to the damaging effects of climate change and the need for action. Sadly,
neither of these films received an Oscar.
Overall, celebrities do more than just look pretty for the camera. They have the power to ignite the
flame for change within their fan base. Imagine seeing one of the Kardashians drinking out of Will Smith’s
water bottle: it’s safe to say, their sales would skyrocket.
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Cultivating a Healthy Reef
By Ryan Layden
Previously in The Trail, we discussed the impacts of global warming on the health of the Great Barrier
Reef, describing how increases in atmospheric temperatures contribute to the phenomenon known as coral
bleaching. Australia’s reef system runs 1,600 miles and covers an area roughly the size of California. Despite
its immense size, increased oceanic temperatures and spiking amounts of dissolved carbon dioxide are
proving disastrous for reef ecosystems like this one. While global warming ranks as the reef’s greatest
threat, runoff such as fertilizers and pesticides from modern agricultural practices come at a close second.
High concentrations of fertilizers in aquatic ecosystems such as nitrogen, phosphorous, and
potassium can lead to eutrophication. Eutrophication is the process in which excess nutrients cause algae
reproduction to intensify—a process commonly referred to as an algae bloom. The algae eventually die off
and is decomposed by bacteria; as decomposition uses up dissolved oxygen, this leads to hypoxic (low
oxygen) and anoxic (absence of oxygen) conditions in bodies of water. Without oxygen, organisms living
below the surface are forced to either flee or perish.
Just as rainforests grow in soil low in nutrients, coral thrives in waters low in nutrients and suspended
particulates. The algae that lives within the tissue of coral polyps, known as Zooxanthellae, require clear
water to perform photosynthesis. Since the era of European colonization, the turbidity of rivers (a measure of
a water column’s cloudiness as a result of suspended particles) leading to the Great Barrier Reef has
experienced a dramatic increase. Suspended sediment then settles on corals and blocks sunlight from
reaching the Zooxanthellae that sustain them.
Interestingly, there is evidence to suggest that high nutrient concentrations can cause Zooxanthellae
to increase in number, much like other algae. It is currently unclear how Zooxanthellae response to
fluctuating nutrient levels might indirectly affect coral polyps. Under various experimental temperatures,
nutrient levels, and other physiological variables,
varying

Zooxanthellae

access

to

nutrients

has

apparently produced both positive and negative effects
on overall polyp health, as described in a 2014 literature
review published in the journal Current Opinion in

Environmental Sustainability. On a more direct basis,
however, polyps experiencing fluctuations in nutrients
such as nitrogen have been shown to exhibit signs of
stress. This stress results in increased susceptibility to
heat, exoskeletal weakening, and reproductive issues.
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The Great Barrier Reef is found off the coast of Queensland, which happens to produce 95% of the
sugar cane in Australia. This region produces 32 million metric tons of sugar cane per year, worth $2 billion
annually. Sugar cane farmers utilize vast quantities of fertilizers, pesticides, and water to cultivate their crops.
The

runoff

associated

with

these

farming

practices leads to algae growth and increased
turbidity. With approximately 4,200 sugar cane
farms in Queensland, this industry heavily affects
the

wellbeing

of

reef

systems.

Suspended

sediment and nitrogen concentrations have
increased six-fold and phosphorous nine-fold
since European colonization; 34 varieties of
pesticides have also been found in catchment
areas

surrounding

agricultural

areas.

These

catchment areas are places in which runoff
collects, such as rivers and streams. The Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority states, “catchment run-off
and associated water quality is identified as the second most significant pressure on the Great Barrier Reef
and is expected to have significant compounding effects with climate change.”
What are the Australians doing to address this issue? In an effort to curb the 9 million metric tons of
agricultural runoff flowing into the reef annually, the government is encouraging farmers to restore wetlands
as buffers. The native Nywaigi people refer to this area as “kidneys of the reef” for its ability to filter water
before it flows out to the open ocean. In 1999 the Indigenous Land Corporation returned a vast tract of land
known as the Mungalla Station, which has been used for cattle farming for over a century. The farm now runs
a conservation group where they seek to conserve and restore pastures to their natural state. Native plants
such as Bulkuru (Eleocharis spiralis) are making a comeback, which is significant as they are vital to filtering
run-off before it reaches the reef. Grasses in particular are well-suited to absorbing nutrients, sediment, and
pesticides, and storing them in their root system. In an article written for the publication New Scientist,
Australian reporter Alice Klein gave the following statement on the topic:
“Modelling suggests these relatively simple and cost-effective measures could cut sediment
pollution by 75 per cent in key areas. This would go a long way towards meeting the Australian
governments target of halving sediment load in the Great Barrier Reef by 2025.”(Klein)
Modern-day farming techniques pose a significant threat to the Great Barrier Reef’s ecosystem, but
the Australian federal government has taken steps to address these issues. Time will tell if these measures
are too little too late, but there is some hope for the world’s largest reef system. Stay tuned for the next
issue of The Trail where we will discuss the crown-of-thorns starfish (Acanthaster planci) and the efforts to
curb their explosive population growth on the Great Barrier Reef.
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By James Duffy

2

3

1

Those familiar with New Jersey’s local bird species may be acquainted with the darkeyed junco (Junco hyemalis), a common winter resident of the state whose ubiquity and
fondness of bird feeders make it a welcomed harbinger of changing seasons each fall. The darkeyed junco’s stark plumage pattern—slate gray above and snowy white below, unique among
sparrows—has earned it the fond nickname of “snowbird” across much of its range.
However, the simple bicolored plumage of
New Jersey’s juncos belies the species’ remarkable
variability across the rest of its range, which
stretches from Alaska to Maine, and far northern
Canada to Mexico. Across this remarkable domain,
the dark-eyed junco displays around 14
morphotypes—distinct groups within a single
species—some of which differ so greatly from one
another as to resemble distinct species.
Nevertheless, each of these represents just one form
of a single species, with each distinct morph able to
breed with each.
The humble dark-eyed junco has therefore
baffled systematists (those interested in evolutionary
relationships between species) for as long as it has
been studied. How did such diverse forms arise
under the umbrella of one species, and when? Many
closely-related North American animals branched
off from a common ancestor when populations were
separated by impenetrable barriers of ice during the
Pleistocene Epoch—the unit of geologic time
directly preceding our own, when North America
was divided into ice-free refuges by repeated
glaciation events. Past researchers posited that
today’s many dark-eyed junco morphs may have
evolved separately in refugia between ice sheets,
perhaps over hundreds of thousands of years.

Source: Wikimedia Commons

Source: Wikimedia Commons

Comparison of the ancestral yellow-eyed junco (bottom)
and the grey-headed morph of dark-eyed junco (top),
which possibly resembles past intermediaries between
the two species.

Title Photo Credits: 1) Wikimedia Commons, 2) Flickr, Brendan Lally, 3) Wikimedia Commons. All cropped from originals.
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Recent research suggests that this
geohistorical event caused Northern Mexican
dark-eyed juncos to rapidly expand their
range, diversifying as expansion across
latitudinal and habitat gradients spurred local
adaptations. Research on sexual selection in
the junco suggests that sexual selection may
have helped to amplify and cement these
The origin of today’s many dark-eyed local adaptations, giving rise to the intrajuncos lies south, in Mesoamerica, where the species diversity seen today.
Several facets of this story are
dark-eyed junco’s ancestor, the yellow-eyed
junco (Junco phaeonotus) still lives. regarded as remarkable by evolutionary
Anywhere from 30,000 to 100,000 years ago, biologists. Multiple studies agree that the 14
these populations moved into Northern different dark-eyed junco morphotypes arose
Mexico and began diverging from more during just the last 10,000 years during one
southerly yellow-eyed juncos, eventually postglacial range expansion. No other North
losing their yellow eye and reverting to the American species has been shown to
ancestral brown eye possessed by most other diversify so rapidly or widely, with one 2016
sparrow species. Modern intermediate dark- study asserting, “The junco radiation stands
eyed junco color morphs seem to support this out as one of the fastest known in
theory, with the gray-backed junco of the vertebrates.” Furthermore, these morphs are
American southwest and northern Mexico parapatric—they evolved in ranges that are
bearing a close resemblance to the ancestral directly adjacent to one another, without
significant geographical barriers between
yellow-eyed junco.
Around the same time, glaciers were them. Hybridization between morphotypes
retreating from temperate North America for occurs at the edges of these ranges, but their
the last time at the end of the Pleistocene size and extent remains stable, leading some
Epoch, opening up previously ice-covered researchers to believe these morphotypes are
landscapes to colonization from the south. species-in-the making.

Increasingly sophisticated genetic
tools, such as mitochondrial DNA analysis,
“molecular clocks” that estimate the rate at
which genetic mutations occur, and statistical
methods that model the likelihood of past
evolutionary events, have shown researchers
that the junco’s evolutionary past is for more
unique.

Wikimedia Commons

Wikimedia Commons

National Park Service/ Rachel Ames

A sampling of the darkeyed junco’s diverse
morphotypes. The far
left morph is common in
the eastern US; the
other two are found in
western North America.
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At the end of the fall 2017 semester, The Trail was fortunate to receive samples of final student projects
from the Department of Human Ecology course “Communicating Science through Visuals.” As a
newsletter aimed at improving science and general written communication skills on our staff, The Trail is
pleased to present some of these projects below. Many thanks to Kristin Hunter-Thompson of Dataspire, a
Rutgers data literacy initiative, and the course students for providing the images below.
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- Louis, an 18-year-old male gorilla at the
Philadelphia Zoo, appears to be something o
a germophobe, according to the Associated
Press. When he is carrying food, 6-foot-tall
Louis walks on his hind legs, like a human,
rather than leaning forward on his fron
knuckles, as gorillas usually do. Zoo cur
Michael Stern says workers installed a fir
hose over a mud puddle in Louis' yard, which
he crosses like a tightrope to avoid getting his
feet dirty. Stern says in the wild, gorillas may
stand up on their hind feet to reach food or
wade in a swamp, but only for a few seconds.
[The Associated Press, 3/16/2018]
- A helicopter crew contracted by the Utah
Division of Wildlife Resources in Was
County to track and capture an elk hit a sn
of sorts on Feb. 12, according to KUTV. As the
crew lowered the aircraft to less than 10 feet
above the ground to cast a net over the elk,
the animal jumped and hit the tail rotor of the
helicopter, causing it to crash. Mike Hadley
with DWR said helicopters are used to
"capture and collar hundreds of animals every
winter and we've never had this happen
before." The two crewmen walked away with
just scratches and bruises, but the elk was
killed. [KUTV, 2/12/2018]

Credit: Flickr, Ian Burt. https://www.flickr.com/photos/oddsock/11673415874/in/photostream/
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